President Trump asserted on Tuesday that any Jewish person who votes for a Democrat shows "total lack of knowledge or great disloyalty." As a loyal Jew, I am deeply offended but not surprised. Most Jews know far more about Judaism and Israel than our ignorant President.

We should remember that not all Jews agree about Israel's policies; hence, we recognize that Trump simply is trying to divide us and weaponize religion for personal political gain.

Dan Rather correctly explained how Trump employed an historical Anti-Semitic trope: "Let's be crystal clear. When President Trump says that Jews who vote for Democrats show 'either a total lack of knowledge or great disloyalty,' he is summoning the forces of bigotry and anti-Semitism with all of its blood-stained history."

Therefore, perhaps we should respond to President's statement by saying: Any Republican who continues to support and vote for Trump should have no qualms about allowing their children to emulate his Anti-Semitic and racist rhetoric.
Let’s never forget Maya Angelou’s warning: "When someone shows you who they are, believe them."
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